AGENDA

MASTER OF CEREMONIES
Kaitlyn Hsu, President of Eller College Dean’s Council

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Matthew Glasshoff, Management Information Systems

STUDENT SPEAKER
Eleanor Daniel, Accounting

DEAN’S ADDRESS
Karthik Kannan, Dean of Eller College of Management
Anne Pagel, Associate Dean of Undergraduate Programs

STUDENT RECOGNITION
Karthik Kannan, Dean of Eller College of Management
Anne Pagel, Associate Dean of Undergraduate Programs
Katie Maxwell, Associate Director of Dhaliwal-Reidy School of Accountancy and Senior Lecturer in Accounting
Michael Mandel, Senior Lecturer in Business Communication and Associate Director of Eller Social Innovation

BEAR DOWN PERFORMANCE
Mariachi Rayos del Sol de Tucson High
AWARD RECIPIENTS

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT
OUTSTANDING SENIORS

Accounting: Farida Eyub
BA Economics: Minh Duong
Business Administration Online Campus: Avrati Raturi
Business Administration Microcampus - AUPP: Chandalin Kol
Business Administration Microcampus - SU: Firdiny Utama
Business Economics: Cortney Arrasmith
Business Management: Nicole Banakis
Entrepreneurship Team: Cortney Arrasmith, Justine Kim, Zachary Puklin, Alexander Ruffentine
Finance: Prarthana Magon
Management Information Systems: Veronica Borboa
Marketing: Dakota Crabtree

DEPARTMENT SENIOR AWARDS

Management Department Head Award
Fernanda Davila

Management Department Red Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement and Service to the Community
Natalie Brett
Ezra Glenn
Anna Jorgensen
Michelle Miller
Beck Moore
Lance Mora
Alicia Murillo
Isabellla Palmer
Autumn Parry
Dylan Roof
Kefila Salazar
Jordan Simon
Kamryn Smith
Lindsey Surprenant
Mackenzie Virden

Finance Department Fielding-Singh Award
Cecelia Coburn
Sam Swift
Benjamin Taylor
David Wassef
Abigail Zacharias

Outstanding Academic Achievement in Accounting
Theodore Anderson
Katherine Ausman
Callum Bikus
Veronica Borboa
Alison Brewer
Annie Frank
Alexander Gonzales
Grace Hansen
Allison Kreda
Hahn Le

Outstanding Academic Achievement in Accounting (cont.)
David Moreano
Aaron Pavlovich
Tyler Rountree
Taylor Schulze
Kyle Spindler
Sarah Williamson
Zhenfeng Xue

School of Accountancy Outstanding Senior Nominees
Raphael Abeytia
Annie Frank
Ethan Heflin
Tanya Jimenez
Tyler Rountree
Ethan Williams

School of Accountancy Outstanding Service and Leadership Award
Raphael Abeytia
Ethan Heflin
Tanya Jimenez
Tyler Rountree
Ethan Williams

Sidney J. Levy Leadership in Marketing Award
Kaitlyn Hsu
Lucas Sample

Marketing Department Christiana Duarte Trailblazer Award
Ethan Elsasser
Haley Anderson

Marketing Department Academic Excellence Award
Shaye Bergstrom
Lindsay Blischak
Savannah Lanphere

Eller Online Balancing Act Award
Victor Alade

Eller Online Journey Award
Whitney Garza

Eller Online Academic Achievement Award
Mason Barerra
Darrin Fick
Laura Olsen
Julia Silva

MIS Department Ellerman Award for Leadership and Service
Matthew Glasshoff
Kylan Lane
Hanh Le
Theodore Lowell
Jizell Quijada
Tyler Rountree
AWARD RECIPIENTS (continued)

MIS Department Ellerman Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Sophia Anderson
Veronica Borboa
Matthew Glasshoff
Kieran Huffman
Hanh Le
Skye Miller
David Moreano
Leah Pollock
Tyler Rountree
Jaden Schulder
Kevin Selby
Rajvardhan Singh
Carter Umholtz
Thanh Vo
Sarah Williamson

Outstanding Achievement in Entrepreneurship
Megan Salisbury

Entrepreneurial Mindset Award
Kayla Carpenter

McGuire Center Exemplary Teamwork Award
Jack Borovitz
Giovanni Congelio
Morgan Murphy
Shea Saferite

UNDERGRADUATE DEPARTMENT AWARDS

Sue Umashankar Global Business Program Award
Alison Brewer

William B. Barrett Award
Tyler Rountree

Marvin Fortman Award for Leadership
Kaitlyn Hsu

Apollo Leadership Award
Hannah Hudson

Laura Henderson Outstanding Multicultural Student Service Award
Hilda Ababio
Sebastian Armenta

Pamela Perry Servant Leadership Award
Tanya Jimenez Fuentes

Andromeda Award
Ethan Hefflin
Celeste Mesa

Ken Smith Leadership Legacy Award
Benjamin Taylor

Outstanding Student Organization President
Madeline Ashbeck

Outstanding Collegiate Scholars of the Year
Cecelia Coburn
Kaitlyn Hsu
Beck Moore
AWARD RECIPIENTS (continued)

THE NEBULA AWARD

This award is given to students who are leaders and role models amongst their peers at Eller. Through involvement in the Eller College they have shown that they can successfully unify those around them and lead them to the creation of an unforgettable Eller Experience.

Hilda Ababio
Raphael Abeytia
Darya Abtahi
Sebastian Armenta
Cortney Arrasmith
Madeline Ashbeck
Katherine Ausman
Ishita Badola
Nicole Banakis
Isa Baron
Paige Begody
Lindsay Blischak
Veronica Borboa
Talia Boyle
Alison Brewer
Arden Burkett
Noah Burnham
Kayla Carpenter
Dajon Christie

Cecelia Coburn
Danielle Contreras
Dakota Crabtree
Alexa D’Agnes
Anthony Degreen
Farida Eyub
Harrison Garcia
Adam Gregorio
Giulia Guerra
Joseph Heck
Ethan Hefflin
Kelly Hernandez
Matthew Holland
Kaitlyn Hsu
Hannah Hudson
Tanya Jimenez
Sejal Khangura
Justine Kim
Allison Kreda

Katie Kreiner
Lucas Laden
Anne Langmade
Carlos Liz
Ava Logan
Theodore Lowell
Eric Lynn
Elisa Magallanes
Prarthana Magon
Emily McNally
Ryan Melendez
Celeste Mesa
Matthew Mech
Nathan Miller
Brandon Monier
Beck Moore
Lance Mora
Michael Morales
Devyn Nelson

Carter Niebling
Abagale Payne
Paige Pucher
Tyler Rountree
Jaden Schulder
Grace Schweizer
Kavya Shri
Jordan Simon
Stephanie Skidmore
Ella Smith
Jayden Solanky
Madelyn Tipsword
Brady Turpen
Silvana Valenzuela
Reilly Watkins
Ethan Williams
Yuting Xiet

ELLER CENTURIONS

Eller Centurions are top graduates who are committed to supporting the college into the future and serving as alumni champions. As a group of outstanding seniors, Eller Centurion students have excelled in academics, leadership, and service, making a difference in Eller, the University of Arizona, and the Tucson community.

Hilda Ababio
Parth Agarwal
Aydan Almanza
Sophie Anderson
Cortney Arrasmith
Madeline Ashbeck
Katie Ausman
Nicole Banakis
Veronica Borboa
Ali Brewer
Noah Burnham
Kayla Carpenter
Emily Chinnock
Cecelia Coburn
Dakota Crabtree
Jennifer Cuevas
Rosa Da Silva
Eleanor Daniel
Luca de la Guardia
John DeCarlo

Nathan Dee
Hannah Detter
Kylie Dumas
Amy Fellers
Melanie Fellers
Mikaela Formica
Annie Frank
Harrison Garcia
Matthew Glasshoff
Alexander Gonzales
Giulia Guerra
Henry Harms
Thaddeus Heck
Ethan Hefflin
Julian Hernandez
Kelly Hernandez
Kaitlyn Hsu
Hannah Hudson
Kieran Huffman
Sean Iwata

Tanya Jimenez
Ceciley Johnson
Ashland Johnson
Utsav Kataria
Justine Kim
Gemma Koopal
Kylan Lane
MJ Lee
Carlos Liz
Ayleth Lozano
Selina (Xiangning) Lu
Lillyana Lucio
Elisa Magallanes
Prarthana Magon
Sophia Mantville
Olga Maria Martinez Ibarra
Logan Masseth
Celeste Mesa
Mackenzie Middleton
Jack Mohler

Beck Moore
Lauren Neill
Reza Ojarood
Lucy Omare
Chris O’Neill
Madison Ortmeier
Constantine Papadopoulos
Demetrios Pickett
Leah Pollock
Jizell Quijada
Aaron Reyes
Elias Santiago Rico
Tyler Rountree
Shea Saferite
Keila Salazar
Kennedy Satta-Williams
Taylor Schulze
Julanni Serrano
Jingwen Shi
Reilly Watkins

Prarthanaa Singhal
Ishaan Sinha
Stephanie Skidmore
Jayden Solanky
Olivia Steinbach
Alex Stupey-Anderson
John Svoboda
Sam Swift
Benjamin Taylor
Megan Taylor
Carter Umholtz
Reilly Watkins
Damonique Webb
Ethan Williams
Gabriela Wolf
Zhenfeng Xue
GRADUATING SENIORS

Graduates are listed by their primary majors.

LEGEND

C | Proviso Cum Laude: 3.699-3.5 GPA
M | Proviso Magna Cum Laude: 3.899-3.7 GPA
S | Proviso Summa Cum Laude: 3.9+ GPA

★ | Global Business Program: These students have utilized a thematic minor to expand their interest and knowledge of international business
★ | Honors: These students have gone above and beyond in their academic requirements, engaged with faculty, and contributed to their field

Accounting

Raphael Sebastiano Abeytia | M
Shaheen Fawwaz AlFarhan | S
Ahmed Salman Ahmed AlKhalifa | M
Zeyad Alroomi
Khalifah Mahmoud AlShatti
Alina Emily Alvirez | C
Theodore John Anderson | S
Sebastian Armenta
Katherine Nicole Ausman | S
Michael M Berro
Calvin Matthew Bickett
Callum Raul Bikus | S
Spencer Paul Boerner | C
Ana Veroncia Borboa | S
Hannah Grace Borland | M
Alison A Brewer | S ★
Isabella Jane Briant
Sophie Ann Brohard | M
Dylan Robert Brooks | M
Angela Tamara Calvillo
Brooke Anne Campbell | C
Logan G Carter
Cristian Castaneda
Grace Elizabeth Celigoy | M
Connor N Chadwell
Alyssa Michele Chang
Noah Chavira | S
Soohyun Cho
Robert Gary Clarke Jr
Nich Fiana Clarke
Ryan Nicolas Copley | M
Jennifer Jakelin Cuevas | C
Eleanor Jacqueline Daniel
Nathan Dee | S
Adam J Dickerson
Leslie Amanda Dominguez
Kylie Violet Dumas | S
Farida Eldar-Kizi Eyub | S
Evan Thomas Falconer | M
Darrin Lewis Fick | M
Jose Carlos Fisher
Annie Christene Frank | S
Alec Garcia
Alexander Francisco Gonzales | S ★
Yuifei Han | M
Grace E Hansen | S
Cameron Hanson | M
Ethan M Hefflin | S
Justin Blaise Hermes
Keng Chih Ho
Shay Deshmukh Hogan
Samanta Lea Hotz | C
Stone Mark Hudson
Brooke Ann Jacko | C
Tanya Jimenez Fuentes | M
Grace Mengzhen Johnson
Asher Josephs | M
Julia G Kearney
Emily Ryann Kerwin
Brookston L Knudson
Parker Reid Korbin | M
Allison Michelle Kreda | S
Hanh Vu Le | S
Myungjoo Lee | S
Delaney Jake Lonergan
Jordan Elayna Ludtkie | S
Eric Russell Lynn | M
Matthew Dennis Mackleit | C
Elisa J Magallanes | C
Peneo Pe Ustare Mangaolang
George Brown Mann
Charles Alan Marciniak
Grace Elizabeth Martin
Olga Maria Martinez Ibarra | C ★
Mario Mauricio Martinez
Max Harrison McClintock
Reyna Menocal
Katrina Alexis Merrick
Harrison Stanley Michael | M
Mackenzie Kuuipo Middleton | M
Andrew Thomas Moeller
Kiana Desiree Morales
David Moreano | S ★
Lauren Lynn Neill | S
Bryce R Niles
Yagin Yousif Obaid | M
Colin Quinn Ormsby
Constantine Socrates Papadopoulos | M ★
Aaron Michael Pavlovich | S
Blake Peifer | M
Gilbert Sebastian Perez | C
Peter Efrem Pertsinides
Melonee Marcell Peterson
Demetrios Pickett | M
Gabrielle Provenzano
Zachary Thomas Puklin | C
Jacqueline Ramos-Saavedra
Austin Kenneth Ricci
Jack Henry Rogers
Tyler William Rountree | S
Madi J Ruiz Palacios | S
Adam Saleh
Juan Pedro Salido
Sabrina Salinas
Nina Sofia Sarmiento
Caden Scott Schaefer | C
Emma Vivian Scholl | C
Nathan Alexander Schulhof | M
Taylor Madison Schulze | S
Nicholas Michael Seal
Julanni A Serrano | S
Caitlyn Michelle Shoffstall
Kailey Danner Shupe | M
Kyle E Spindler | S
True Messinger Synhorst | M
Megan Elizabeth Taylor
Freya Elizabeth Thomas
Katherine Ann Thompson | M
Riley Thompson
Luke A Thrasher | S
Claudia Tribble | M
Abraham Dean Turpen
Madison Anne Tweedy
Nathan Udenze
Jennifer Alicia Vargas | C
Jordan Ho Vijuungco | S
Caelan Michael Vincent Walker | C
Garret Michael Warren | M
Joshua Avery Weinberg | S ★
GRADUATING SENIORS (continued)

Ethan Alexander Williams | S
Sarah Elaine Williamson | S
Gabriela Mia Wolf | M
Alexander Martin Valeriano Wong | M
Zhenfeng Xue | S

Business Administration

Melissa Adamo | C
Vanya Adisti | C
Putri Afif
Zacky Ahmed
Victor Emmanuel Alade
Nabiel Al-Ahmad Bit | M
Cole H Allar
Nafit Amelia
Matthew Andita
Aurelia Angelica
Sergio Arifin
Puti Azzahra
Ramon Pablo Barragan
Pedro Dimario Barraza
Mason Michael Heber Barrera | S
Ponnaroth Be
Ryan Markell Boggs | C
Danielle Lynn Boillinn | C
Alisson Brenda Bucher
Oscar Daniel Bueno | C
Trey Jackson Burdick
Claire Elizabeth Burford
Brendan Burns
Emma Eilis Caldwell
Ryan Gregory Carbullido
Alexandra Kathleen Carter
Maria Sofia Casillas
Loni Fraser Castilleja
Mona Chaterina
Therawatra Chrun
Kent Collin | S
Danielle Marie Contreras
Lydia Ann Cook
Anna Craig
Dylan Glenn Crawford
Alejandra Cueva Ore
Gabriel De la Cruz
Jenna Ann Defalco | C
Muhammad Dzakwan
Heather Marie Echanove
Xavier Espinel
César Fajardo Olivares
Ali Faudi | M
Alvinaldy Fitrah | C
Isaac Fouse
Aidan Cooper French

Whitney Michelle Garza
Brittany Lau Giang | M
Colette Gonzalez
Daniela Solange Gutierrez
Muhammed Hakim
Lyheamf Ham
Kylie Elizabeth Harrington
Stephen Harvie | C
Christian Daniel Haugen
Ryan Theodore Heck
Kuntheareak Heng
Mark Stephen Hensley Jr
Hailee Jai Henson
Samson Hern
Madeline Hiustra
Jielun Hong
Guanlin Hu
Raeghan Brittney Hurtado
Muhammed Hutagalung
Attila Tibet Incekara
Alice Ingabire
Esteban Jimenez
Nabilah Justine
Vouchnea Ken
Chandalin Kol | S
Loybunnakanitha Kong
Virakboth Koy | C
Julia Kurniasari
Sunmoneak Leang
Zsalae Tekei Lewis
Andrew Scott Lexa
Edric Lim | C
Calista Luhur | S
Menghay Ly | C
Vychormpicdha Ly
Pierina Macedo
Angelina Machus
Fayola Maharani
Isabella Mancarella | M
David Alan Martinez
Trevor Scott Mejia
William Meng | C
Blake Everett Nash
Anthony Ngjuna Ndongu
Meisya Nurahmasari | M
Alyssa Maria O’Connor
Laura Elizabeth Olsen | S
Muhammed Pandega
Mocht Patel
Kanaya Phwa | S
Kimberly Phwa | M
Bella Putri
Idhayani Putri

Logan James Rader
Andi Ramadhan
Anissa Ramirez
Devi Rani | C
Avrati Raturi
Bonnie Richert | M
Kellie Rittenhouse | C
Christopher Alessandro Robinson
Nur Saidah
Vicky Saputra
Andrew Sasso Jr
Carlos Alonso Serrano Zegarra
Nicole Setyawan | C
Syarifah Silfiyah
Julia Rae Silva | S
Ethan Michael Simpson
Sengchhun Song
Mychal Cooper Stukel | M
Phortrea Tann
Oleksiy Tarasyshyn
Maria Tarmidi
Seihak Teng | M
Alicia Tenia | C
Hannah Sydney Trainor
Konstantin Tsirikkhov | S
Vouchly Ty
Firdiny Utama | S
Wyatt Alexander Villarinho
Matthew Walsh
David Alan Weigle | C
Phillips Arthur Wijaya
Makayla Dee Wilson
Samantha Winata | C
Christine Wiranata
Jon Michael Wirta
Qorina Wulandari
Joanne Yamintara
Getruda Yulius | M
Nada Zakiyah
Zharifani Zatalini | C
Emily Grace Zbick

Business Economics

Shane Anthony Adams
Sager Alsajari
Courtney Elise Arrasmith | S ★
Isaac James Averill | C
Nicholas Garrett Bianco | C
Kyle Bonebrake | M
Connor C Bowers | S
Bryson Cole Cernohous
Noah Anthony Richard Clark | M
Skylar Aspen Everitt | C
GRADUATING SENIORS (continued)

Kent Robert Halle
Jair Amar Henriquez | C
Kathryn Julianne Huntington | C
Jakob Johns | M ♦
Kylee Nicole Kuznian ♦
Royce Joseph Linder | M ★
Steven Patrick Reid | M
Franklin Thomas Schafroth | M
Bryce Nicholas Smets | S
Zachary Bradley Wiygul

Business Management

Darien Acuna I
Elizabeth Bailey Agnew | M
Ysac Ajayi
Sofia Linda Amparano
Alexander Gene Anawalt
Kyle Preston Anders
Ariadna Ruth Anderson | C
Samantha Elizabeth Anger | M
Austin Robert Anzivino
Hiroshi Arai
Aylin Aranda Ocasas | C
Abraham Armenta Gaxiola
Madeline Elizabeth Ashbeck
Jordyn Riana Balduf
Nicole Sophia Banakis | S ♦
Jack Charles Bank
Tanner Bello
Jack Louis Belobraydic
Alexandra Christenson Bergamo | C
Sophia Leigh Bissonnette | M
Joshua Blatt
Logan William Bock
Natalie Valerie Brett | S
Kaley Alexis Brody
Jack Patrick Brown
Grace Bunch
Samantha Wynne Burkett | C
Noah Devon Scott Burnham
Kaya Rae Carpenter
Aris Jaymes Carroll
Gabriella Centurion
Ava Danielle Chiorazzo | M
Gianna Maria Christiansen | C
Harrison Becker Christnagel
Brian Clarke
Isaiah Miles Clayton
Max R Cohen | C
Kate L Cornell | M
Saffron Brooke Courson | C
Pauline Couvelis
Blake Christopher Crossland
Savannah Rae Crowley
Alexandra Armstrong D’Agneze | C
Fernanda Michelle Davila
Ashton James Day | C
Jack Callaghan Dean
Marlene Deleon | M
Courtney Rose Detlefsen | C
Marcos Diaz Rodriguez | C ★
Caleb Arthur Diaz
Oscar Dylan Dotson
Jackson E Dunn
Briana Cohen Ely | C
Jesus Demian Enriquez
Amy Sue Fellers
Ryan Matthew Fischer | C
Adrian Mendivil Flores | C
Aiden Blake Foreman
Keely Grace Gaffney
Yazzelynn Jassele Garcia
Cameron K Gargas
Macy Elizabeth Garlick
Savannah Rose Garth
Benjamin Ross Gavartin
Briannah Mae Gerhart | C
Ezra Jean Glenn | S
Gabrielle Mary Margaux Gold | M
Sydney Cahill Gonzales | M
Raul Gonzalez Montoya
David Alexander Gorelik
James Huston Gossett
Jackson Cooper Grant
Nathan John Grellinger
Jamie Lorraine Gribbin
Jonathan Cooper Gross
Dylan Guilleen
Jack Simon Gutierrez
Savannah Rae Hade
Jackson Parker Hadley
Jacob Richard Hand
Benjamin J Harmeoyer
Megan Lindsey Hawley
Thaddeus Robert Heck
Julian Esteban Hernandez
Kylie Brianne Holdorf
Savannah Teresa Holzer | M
Sydney Sue Holzer | M
Hannah Rose Hudson | M
Perle B Irutingabo | C
Charles Waldemar Jacob
Victoria Marie Johnson | C
Anna Lee Jorgensen | S
Mackenzie Leigh Kane
Brandon Gregory Kircher
Marie Elizabeth Kliner
Grace Mary Klosinski | M
Kyani Layne Kohler
Nora Z Kruja
Cole Avery LaMontagne
Lisa Ann Cielo Landy | C
Trace William LaValle
Lucas Lauricella
Colin Michael Lazarz
Lauren Isabelle Lindsey | C ♦
Lillyana Lorraine Villane Lucio
Hassan S Lujendo
Ian Riley Lynch
Natalie E Maldonado
Aidan M Marca
Ognjen Maric
Richard D Marmion Jr
Zachary Patrick McBride
Desiree DeAnn McDaniel | C
Taylor Lynn McHone | M
Tyler William McSweeney
Nicholas James Mead
Nicola Marie Means | M ★
Joshua Meirovits
Jackson Metcalf
Elena Marie Metras | C
Dana Louise Milici | C
Braden Sean Miller
Michelle Jasmine Miller | S
Thomas Steven Miller
Jack Blaze Millstein
Gregory Alexander Montgomery
Skylar May Moon
Beck Wilson Moore | S
Lance J Mora | S
Brittany Lynn Morales
Jailene Marie Morales | C
Addison James Mort
Kayla Ellen Mortrud
Soraya Mahin Movassaghi | M
Alicia Nicole Murillo | S
Dwight Dwayne Murray Jr
Blaize Mutware | C
Jonathon Evan Newman
Madelyn May Noble
Makenna Nystedt | C
Olivia Ann Ohrt
Nicolas Enrique Ortiz
Isabella Alexis Palmer | S
Autumn Joy Parry | S
David A Pena Jr
Payton A Perez | C
Karly Rae Petersen | C
GRADUATING SENIORS (continued)

Melody Jean Polkinghorn | C
Jacob Tanner Poteet
Jizell Alexandra Quijada | M
Gwendolyn L Ramin | M ★
Stephanie Michelle Rehwaldt | C
John Matthew Reilly
Aaron William Reznick
Elias Santiago Rico | M
Gerald A Robles
Damaris A Romero Dabdoub
Jeremy John Romitti | C
Dylan J Roof | S
Alexander J Ruffentine | M
Juan Pablo Ruiz
Ashley Morgan Rulffes
Joshua Jay Rulney
Victoria J Rutledge | M
Keila Salazar | S ★
Jorge Luis Salmon
Parth Rakesh Sarawagi
Samuel O Scanlon
Maddix Kaye Schneider | C
Ashley Karin Schrader
Danny Serrano
Kaylee Grace Shedd
Jordan Elizabeth Simon | S
Kamryn Baylee Smith | S ★
Gabriel Benjamin Sondock | C
Ryan Elizabeth Stein Sr
Lucas Evan Stein
Koralee Raye Steinbuech
Jacob Anthony Straub | M
Alexandra Michelle Stupey-Anderson | C ★
Hannah Javaux Sturgis
Arturo Suarez III
Czarina Adeeba Sukkar
Lindsey Ann Surprentan | S
Daniel Patrick Susa
Brett Lewis Swartzlander | M
Abby Paige Szantho
Amelia Jane Tay
Cooper Davis Terry
Sydney G Thacker
Carter Nathan Thompson
Dylan Thompson
Benjamin Francis Thornton | C
Jacob Anthony Torres
Michael Ray Vargas | C
Destiny Rose Velez | C
Daniel Robert Villarel
Mackenzie Kelly Virden | S ★
Haillie Alyssa Vogel | M
Macy Hyde Warren | C
Michael Scott Waybright | C
Nicholas S Weakley | M
Kendall Alexis Wells
Bannack T Wheeler
Zachary Williams
Delaney Sue Winters | M
Braden Woodworth
Isabel K Wright ★
Aidan John Yanka
Morgan Ruby Zall
ShuQian Shu Zhang
Congruo Zhu | C
Lauren Diane Zone | C

Economics

Aaron Aram Avanessian | S
Kolbe Robert Bayless
Brian Belakovsky | S
Patrick W Bessey
Adam Jeffrey Blagg
Arden Greer Burkett | C ★
Davis John Butterly
Trey Michael Cartledge
Ching Pang Cheung
Daijon Elajah Christie | M ★
Chia-Wei Chu
Jonah Michael James Cooper
Caterina D’Amato | M
Yiwen Deng
Dylan James Dougherty
Minh Hong Duong | S
Parker Channing Eastwood
Hailee Kim Edmundson | M
Benjamin Wesley Fish | S
Lucas Andrew Forray | C
Gabriella Lola Georgis
Jacob Ross Ghidossi
Logan J Hasher
Hui Jiang | M
John Michael Judge
Huabei Ke | C
Douglas William Glyndwr Kelham
Kasim Shahzad Khalid | C
Briana S Kinnebrew | S ★
Lucas David Laden
Joshua Vincent Lambert
Aristoteles Prometeo Ledezma
Katrina Teresa Shen Ling Lee | S
Yixuan Liu
Grayson Marrin Lord
Isabella Catherine Luna

Entrepreneurship

Darien Acuna I
Samuel Adame | C
Sager Alsajari
Samantha Elizabeth Anger | M
Courtney Elise Arrasmith | S ★
Braden Boyko
Kayla Rae Carpenter
Lucille Isabella Charpentier | M
Nicha Fiona Clarke
Giovanni Paolo Congelio
Alexandra Armstrong D’Agnese | C
Marcos Diaz Rodriguez | C ★
Maritza Noemi Elias

Arianna Matrecito | S
Canaan E Matsumoto
Logan Allen Meagher
Yuhao Mi
Mohammad Reza Mohseni Zadeh Harouzi
Lauren Lee Montell
Maxen Patrick O’Malley
Michael Anthony Orlandella Jr
Rishika Yogesh Patel
Blake Hayden Perduk
Dominic Joseph Persi
Kacy Anne Rabanal | C
Nikolai Elijah Radakovitch
Gao Ruyang
Vincent Schammel
Charles Patrick Shaughnessy | S
Yishan Shen | C
Kavya Shri | M ★
Ella Riley Smith | S
Yanzhang Song | S
Marlon C Spain | C
Eloise Elizabeth Standifer | C
John Ryan Svoboda | C
Oscar Eduardo Tapia
Ryan Michael Thompson
Tatum Elizabeth Tindle
Silvana Valenzuela
Samantha J Wallace
Brooke Webster
Tyler Robert Wells
Haylee G Weymer
Zhimin Xia | M
Mingyu Xie | M
Mikayla Nicolette Yeakey | C
Nuoyan Yu
Esther Zazueta
Shengyuan Zhang
GRADUATING SENIORS (continued)

Jackson Parker Hadley
Kieran Robert Huffman | S ★
Jake Dwight Jones | M
Utsav Katare | M ★
Patrick Thomas Keegan
Joseph Rocco Kelton | C
Justine Sunjim Kim
John Angus Lowe
Ian Riley Lynch
Logan K Masseth | C
Logan Alex McAvoy
Lance J Mora | S
Morgan Jade Murphy | C
Jonathon Evan Newman
Rohan Joseph O’Malley | M
Zachary Thomas Pulkkin | C
Elizabeth Rose Rozhansky | C
Alexander J Ruffentine | M
Shea Mason Mark Safertei | C
Megan Nicole Salisbury | M
Julanni A Serrano | S
Lauren Fredrique Sin | S
Armand Stefan | C
Brett Lewis Swartzlander | M
Ryan Ida Thomas | S
Tanner James Treto | M
Nicholas S Weakley | M
Braden Woodworth
Aidan John Yanka
Lauren Diane Zone | C

Finance

Gregory Edward Abraham | S
Abdulelah Yousif Alarkaa | S
Wael Talal Alhalhali
Aydan Elizabeth Almanza | S
Saud Yousif Almutairi
Raygan Joanne Alvarez | M
Mustafah Fathi Alzayer ★
Katherine Charbel Amine | S
Joshua Edward Arellano
Carson Douglas Arnold | S
Ian Norman Baisler
Thorsten Johannes Balmer
Michael Ryan Barkley | M
Maya Gabrielle Benita | S
Connor C Bowers | S
Andrew Graham Brooks | M
Charles Campbell
Matthew Connor Caplan | C
Nicholas George Carlson | C
Lucille Isabella Charpentier | M
Sydney Claire Chelin | M ★
Andrew Patrick Christopherson | C
Michaela Jo Clark | M
Nathan Christopher Cleary | C
Rafael Adolfo Clouthier
Cecelia James Coburn | C
Devin Goodrich Collins
Giovanni Paolo Congello
Joseph Armando Conto
Jake Cole Cornwell | M
Gage Jonathon Corsi
Grant David Costarella
Eric Jay Crane | C
Liam John Crowley
Scott D Culbertson | M
Marcus William David | S
John Joseph DeCarlo | S ★
Trenton Dianovich | S
Haily Alexandra Diltz | C
Blake Fox Ellersick | M
Nicholas J Espinosa
Evan Thomas Falconer | M
Kyle G Fernandez
Zachary O Fernandez | S
Zachary Richard Fishman
Charles E Fleury | C
Warner Mitchell Franz | C
Joren Daniel Frazier
Roy Abraham Freedman | M
Josiah D Freeman
Harrison Wayne Garcia | C
Lizbeth Garcia | M
Lydia Ge
Hannah Elizabeth Gentry
Kyle Robley Gerdetz
Nathan Patrick Granger | M
Bailey Megan Graves | S
Caroline Marie Gray
Michael Anthony Green
Kate Elizabeth Greene | M
Adam Thomas Gregorio | S ★
Ryan Gabriel Gutierrez
Shannon Louise Hachigian | M ★
Kelly Marie Jacinto Hernandez | M
Margaret Mary Hicks | S ★
Samantha Lea Hotz | C
Troy D Hubiak
Paige O Jaeger | M
Cecily Kalista Johnson | S
Satvikreddy Kakularam
Lucie Ellis Kalgren | M ★
Utsav Kataria | M ★
Zachary Jordan Kaye | S
Joseph Rocco Kelton | C
Brandon William Knapp
Cameron Knutson | C
Halil Ibrahim Koc
Kathleen Kreiner | M
Kylan Lane | S
Anne Louise Langmade | S ★
Destree | Larsen | S
Van My Le
Michael Anthony Leasher
Derrick Christopher Lee
Solomon L Lerner | M ★
Mangqi Li | M
Carlos Silvestre Liz | S
Trevor S Long | M
John Angus Lowe
Elsa Jean Lundblad | M
Vicki Ly
Eric Russell Lynn | M
Prathana Magon | S
Zachary Steven Malizia
Jackson O’Connor Marko | M
Cecilia Maus | C
Jack Gerald McDougall
Cade Michael McFarland | S
Austin B McKinley | C
Nicholas Ryan Meiners
Celeste Marie Mesa | M
Austin Michael Miller | S
Nathan J Miller | C
Avery Brown Mlicki | S
Jack Mohler | S
Luis F Montes | M
Bret Alexander Narveson | C
Pavel Rune Nelson | C
Carter James Niebling | M
George Schwind O’Brien | M
Coletta Lea O’Donnell | C
Jared Bruce O’Riley | C
Jameson R Orme
Madison Celene Ortmeier | M
Constantine Socrates Papadopoulos | M ★
Aaron Michael Pavlovich | S
Nico1o William Perciballi
Addison Mae Perlmutter | C
Jelena Diane Philips
Demetrios Pickett | M
Vincent Scott Pickett
Nicholas Cameron Rath
Aaron Bustamante Reyes | C
Ethan Daniel Ripple
Samuel Joseph Ronneberg
Dylan J Roof | S
Braden James Rosen
Shea Mason Mark Saferite | C
Megan Nicole Salisbury | M
Hailey N Schmitt | C
Jaden Leslie Schuder | S
Taylor Madison Schulze | S
Howard Thomas Schwarz
Joshua James Scott
Maithili Rahul Shah | M
Juliet Nesa Shams
Rajvardhan Singh | S
Prarthanaa Singhal | M
Taylor Skinner | M
Jayden Solanky | M
Ryan R Sparks | M
Kyle E Spindler | S
Armand Stefan | C
Olivia Grace Steinbach | S
Hailey Lynn Sternala | M
Carson Michael Stipetic | C
Elle Rose Sutherland | M
Samuel David Swift | S
True Messinger Synhorst | M
Benjamin Weis Taylor
Jocelyn Gabrielle Tiller | M
Corey Adrian Tilton | C
Tanner James Treto | M
Rafael Valenzuela | C
Viviana Velazco | S
Than Vy Vo | S
David Alexander Wassef | M
Cody Michael Wheeler | M
Jack Salvatore Wherty | M
Margaret Marie Williams | S
Jack Ronald Wyatt
Abigail R Zacharias | M
Lucas James Zalesky | M
Connor David Ziegler
Kate Judith Zimmerman | S

Management Information Systems

Hilda Ofeh-Serwaa Ababio
Gregory Edward Abraham | S
Samuel Adame | C
Parth Praveen Agarwal | M
Omar Alkhayat I
Norah Mohammed Alosaimi
Katherine Charbel Amine | S
Sophia Anderson | S
John Arborio | C
Cecilia Vanessa Aristiga-Huerta
Anna Y Bai | S
Jack David Baker | C
Tanishka Bansal
Jaksen Denver Barwell-Twitty
Gillian R Beitz
Elle Carol Besonen | C
Abigail Rose Bishop | M
Ana Veroncia Borboa | S
Ethan C Bratton
Marco Antonio Buelna Jr
Angela Tamara Calvillo
Vanessa D Campbell
Elston Pokhim Chan
Joseph Chen | M
Chai-Hsuan Chin | C
Hyungjun Choi | M
Reece Michael Cory
Sean Stephen Cox | M
Jennifer Jakelin Cuevas | C
Lin Cui
Rosa Maria Da Silva | C
David Dancer
Luca Yuiche de la Guardia | M
Alexandria Paige Decorah-Wilks
Nathan Dee | S
Katie H Drake | M
Ryan Thomas Duffy | S
Farida Eldar-Kizi Eyub | S
Jacob Joseph Forbes | M
Michael B Frees | M
Benjamin Verdin Frieden | M
Harrison Wayne Garcia | C
Paulina Garza
Matthew Connor Glasshoff | S
Dylan James Graf
Henry D Harms | M
John George Harrison
Megan Lindsey Hawley
Ethan M Hefflin | S
Eric Edward Heinzen
Antonio Jesus Hernandez
Alexander Arthur Hivner
Henry James Hoffman | M
Kieran Robert Huffman | S ★
Sean Allen Iwata | M
Brooke Ann Jacko | C
Sean Vincent Jenouri
Autumn Anastasia Karis
Utsav Kataria | M ★
Patrick Thomas Keegan
Kyurhee Kim | S
Caroline Ansbjerg Crone Klinck
Anna Rose Knapp
Gemma Elizabeth Koopal | S
Sarah Jane Koopal | M
Charles Joseph Kraft Jr | C
Kathleen Kreiner | M
Kylan Lane | S
Carter Scott Layman
Hanh Vu Le | S
Myungjoo Lee | S
Bo Li
Jingzhu Li | C
Changhao Liu
Emma Liu | C
Wenjie Liu
Theodore Sorenson Lowell | M ★
Ayleth Lozano | C
Xiangning Lu | C
Anakaren Lugo Valencia | C
Sophia Concetta Mantville | C
Jake Aaron Markson
Logan K Masseth | C
Tiziana Chiara Mata Mancusi | M
Komal K Matharu
Patrick Scott Meeks
Skye Pierce Miller | S ★
Zakariya Abdiqadir Mohamed
Brandon James Monier
David Moreano | S ★
Reza Taher Ojarood | S
Rohan Joseph OMalley | M
Christopher O’Neill | S
Satyen Pares Patel
Shrayen Pares Patel
Hayden McIntyre Pearce
Halianna Rose Piller | C
Leah Claire Pollock | S ★
Tyler William Purdum | C
Jizzell Alexandra Quijada | M
Joseph Lee Raggett
Aaron Bustamante Reyes | C
Christopher Adam Ricketts
Tyler William Rountree | S
Emma Kathryn Rowe | M
Sydney Ruskin
Kennedy Victoria Satta-Williams | S
Jackson Schneider | C
Jaden Leslie Schuder | S
Nathan Alexander Schulhof | M
Nicolette Marie Sciorinto | C
Kevin Selby | S
Jingwen Shi | S
Rajvardhan Singh | S
Prarthanaa Singhal | M
Ishaan Sujeet Sinha | M
Emily Marie Spiesman | M
Michael J Stecher II
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Yiren Sun
Joshua Drago Sutalo
Akito Takahashi | C
Nathan Udenze
Carter Cameron Umholtz | S
Elena L Videla | M
Thanh Vy Vo | S
Carter J Weeks | S
Evan Xavier Wesley
Ethan Alexander Williams | S
Sarah Elaine Williamson | S
Yuting Xie | M
Zidong Yang
Sih-ting Yeh | M
Jasmine Danielle Young | C
Antony Zeng | M
Alexander James Zhou | M
Nathaniel Zane Zumbrunnenvivadelli

Marketing

Raphael Sebastiano Abeytia | M
Parth Praveen Agarwal | M
Jesus Eduardo Ahumada Deema Alhadlaq
Hayden D Andersen
Haley I Anderson | S
Lana Paige Armstrong
William Anthony Armstrong
Danielle Brooke Aronson
Alexa Kathryn Ashburn | C
Alec Harrison Averch
Katelyn Isabelle Marie Ayers | C
David R Badalov
Anna Y Bai | S
Colton Douglas Baldwin | M
Dominic Sam Baudoin | M
Delaney Marie Beach | C
Cole Henry Behrens
Shaye Elisabeth Bergstrom | S
Marie Naomi Blackwood
Lindsay Ann Blischak | S
Braden Boyko
Reann Kate Bressler | S
Kaley Alexis Brody
Isabella Charlotte Brooker
Waverly Elizabeth Brown
Stephanie Nicole Buda
Ashleigh Burke | S
Alora Yesenia Calkins
Kellie Elisabeth Callaghan | S
Grace Abigail Carmichael
Jessica Matilda Kristina Castles
Nicholas Miles Chamberlain
Paul A Chavez
Emily Blair Chinnock | S
Annika Lauryn Christy
Scott Glenn Cober
Max R Cohen | C
Dakota Michael Crabtree | S
Simren Gautam Daulat | M
Connor Nicholas Deakin
Ariana Margaret Deitch
Brenna Kelley DeKreek | C
Hannah R Detter | S
Ava Rona Diamond | M
Ashley Ann DiCarlo | C
Jack William Doneux
Conall Patrick Donovan | C
Maritza Noemi Elias
Ethan Michael Elsasser | C
Juleena I Encinas
Zhaoming Fan | C
Melanie Jo Fellers
Rachael Hope Ferry
Taylor Nicole Fleiss | M
Mikaela Spezia Formica | S
Tatum Elizabeth Fraize-McMillan | C
Olivia Grace Friesen | C
Ronald Edward Gabrisko III
Matthew Ryan Garrett | M
Samantha Gomez | C
Zachary Richard Gould
Giulia Guerra | M
Hannah Marie Haider
Kevin Daniel Halloran | C
McKenzie Jo Hampton
Delany Jane Hanning | M
Devin Kathleen Hardesty | M
Kathryne Grace Harrison | C
Megan C Homeister | M
Maya Madison Honig | M
Kaitlyn De-Ping Hsu | S
Connor Boyd Jackson
Ashland Johnson | C
Caroline Elise Johnson | M
Jake Dwight Jones | M
Garrett Michael Kane | C
Mustafa Qais Khaled | M
Justine Sunjin Kim
Andrew Peter King | C
Jackson Doyle Koerner
Gemma Elizabeth Koopal | S
Sarah Jane Koopal | M
Maya Elizabeth Kurtin | M
Sofia Renna Lanan | C
Gianna Marie Lancisi

Savannah Lynn Lanphere | S
Leah Anne Latorra | C
Christine Nhu Le | M
Daniel Reuben Leib | M
Macey Laine Lewis | S
Brooke Makena Lippi | M
Rebecca Haley Malkin | S
Laylah Kailey Manivanh
Sophia Concetta Mantonville | C
Nicholas Marheine
Sydney Katherine Marston | M
Meredith G Martin | C
Omar Manuel Martinez
Logan Alex McAvoy
Erin M McGrath | S
Liam John McMasters | M
William Adam McNeil
Dalton Reese Meekins
Chesney Elizabeth Meidel | C
Anna Victoria Mendoza Morales
Sydney Lynn Miller | C
Emily Renee Modisett | C
Mariah Brianne Moss
Alicia Nicole Murillo | S
Morgan Jade Murphy | C
Raneem Mustafa | C
James Alexander Nunez Jr
Kirsten Ivanell Ochoa | M
Jace Minori Okada
Lucy B Omare
Emily Marie Orzol | S
Isabella Alexis Palmer | S
Sean Anthony Parker
Andres Gerardo Parra
Genaro Parra
Megan Leigh Pasternak | M
Chloé Anne Patterson
Dominique Ann Phillips | M
Paige Nora Pucher | S
Kimberly Grace Quirk | C
Jillian Dorothy Rafferty | S
Gwendolyn L Ramin | M
Kurt Reger | C
Colton James Rizzo
Rachel Rojas | S
Elizabeth Rose Rozhansky | C
Lucas E Sample | S
Kylie Scavo
Sarah Elizabeth Schaeffer | C
Grace H Schweizer
Lauren Elizabeth Scofield | M
Carlie Kristine Scupin | C
Molly Grace Shambro | C
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Lauren Fredrique Sin | S
Stephanie Louise Skidmore | M
Peyton Hendricks Smith
Zoe Melissa Smith
Samantha Velia Solomon
Samuel Jerome Sommerhauser | C
Shea Daniela Stagner | M
Jack Anthony Stecker
Kailee Frances Strick | M
Brett Lewis Swartlander | M
Christopher James Tate
Ryann Ida Thomas | S
Spencer Stafford Thomas | S
Madelyn Tipsword | C ★
Catherine Rachel Tousley | C
Nicolas Leon Ubogy | M ★
Griffin William Underwood
Katy Lynn Van Steyn | M
Elena L Videla | M
Yudaliz Vigue Santini
Mackenzie Kelly Virden | S ★
Haillie Alyssa Vogel | M
Isabella Anita Wallrath
Reilly Elizabeth Watkins | M
Domonique J Webb | S
Ryan James West | M
Brennan Summer Wheeler | C
Kyra Lynn Williams
Tanner Woehr
Brynn Elizabeth Wyandt | C
Haowei Xu
Sih-ting Yeh | M
Heaven Yoon
Zachary Gordon Zebrow
Jada Elizabeth Zellers

Operations & Supply Chain Management

John Arborio | C
Rosa Marie Da Silva | C
Simren Gautam Daulat | M
Kylan Lane | S
Ayleth Lozano | C
Xiangning Lu | C
Joshua Edward Maerling
Oliver Francis McClean
Cooper Miron

WHERE OUR GRADS ARE GOING

272 Companies

22 Graduate Programs

3 U.S. Military Branches

97 Cities Around The World!
GOOD LUCK
Messages from graduates’ guests and families

Aaron Avanessian
Through challenges faced, and lessons learned your dedication won out! Diploma in hand, your new journey begins. Congratulations & love, Mom, Dad, Angel & Sofia

Nicole Banakis
Congratulations on your success! Your hard work and dedication is inspiring. We love you with all our hearts. Mom, Dad, Michael and Mara

Kolbe Robert Bayless
Congratulations 4th Gen UA Grad We’re proud of the man you have become. We can’t wait to watch you thrive. It’s time to hit your stride! BEAR DOWN

Ethan Charles Bratton
Ethan, you’ve made me a proud mama! As you journey forward, I hope each step you take leads you closer to your dreams. I’ll always be your biggest fan. Love you!

Ethan Charles Bratton
Ethan, Turn back! The real world stinks, lol. We love you and look forward to celebrating your future successes. Congratulations! Grammy, Granddad, Kelly, Philip, Wendy, Rick

Ethan Charles Bratton
Congratulations!!! All the Brattons are wishing you well!!!

Nicholas George Carlon
Congratulations, Nicholas! We are so proud of your achievements! With Love- Mom, Dad, Haylie and Nathalie Grandma Mi & Grandpa Rey, and Tio Family

Riley Charles Thompson
Congratulations! We are so proud of you! Your hard work at UofA has paid off and we can’t wait to watch you soar! Love, Mom, Brad, Jordyn, Brady and Zach

Ava Diamond
We are so happy, excited and proud of you! Love Mom, Grandma, Barbi, Warren, Malcolm Sue, Marty, Chuck, David, Dani, Sandy Megan, Kelly, Mark, Luci and Hershey

Benjamin Gavartin
Ben Ben, Biggs, Benny Boo! We are so beyond proud of you!! Can’t wait to see your next adventure. XO Mom, Dad, Dave, Amy, Shayna & Frankie

Megan Homeister
Congratulations, Megan! We are very proud of you. Love you, Gramp, Gram, Sarah, and David

Hannah Rose Hudson
As you cherish the fruits of your hard work we wish that success continues to follow you! Dream new dreams & embrace life with passion! We are so proud of you! Love Mom, Dad, & Kendall

Anna Lee Jorgensen
Congratulations, Anna Banana Bear! We are SO PROUD of you. Time to chase your dreams - wishing you all the best! Love, Mom, Dad and Alex

Evan Kaufman
Wow, you crushed it! Done in 3.5 years! We are so incredibly proud of you and can’t wait to see what you do next. Mom, Dad, Andrew, Cameron, Yukon & Denali

Evan Kaufman
Evan, Your diligence and drive served you well at Arizona. We wish you much success and personal happiness as you venture into the business world. Much love and best wishes, Nana and Papa

Zachary Jordan Kaye
We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments! We can’t wait to see what you do next. We believe in you. We Love You! Mom, Dad, Jake, Cody, Zoey

Trace LaValle
BUBBA! Congratulations! We are so proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad, Jake, Cody, Zoey

Lillyana Lucio
Resilient, admirable and bring only Begin to describe you! You did it! Lucio’s pride and joy! Your dad is here From heaven today celebrating you!

Erin McGrath
Erin, We are so proud of you! You are a star. We can’t wait to see how you shine. Love, Your California Roomies

Nick James Mead
Congratulations. You worked hard and succeeded. You believed in yourself and so did we. Remember with God’s help anything is possible. We are proud of you and love you. Love Mom and Dad.

Jack Mohler
Worked hard, made it look easy. From COVID lemons made Mt. Lemmon turns. Next track gonna be a banger: Empire City Dreams. Bear Down, Love Mom & Dad
GOOD LUCK
Messages from graduates’ guests and families

Jack Mohler
Congratulations Jack! I love you!
Love, the best sister ever, Maddie :)

Jack Mohler
Hey Jack! Job well done.
Congratulations!
I’m proud of you.
I love you. Papa

Bryce Robert Niles
Congratulations Bryce-man!
Your hard work has really paid off.
Bear down!!! Go CATS!
Love - Mom and Dad

Olivia Ann Ohrt
Olivia, My Beautiful granddaughter: Follow YOUR Dreams & YOU will reach the Stars.
You’re an inspiration + you’ve raised the bar for Women in Business. God Bless You “G”

Olivia Ann Ohrt
Dear my sister Olivia, I love you and am so proud of what you have accomplished and for what is coming in the near future. I know you will do great things!

Olivia Ann Ohrt
We are so PROUD of you! Way to GO 4 years of growing into a lady! You did AWESOME School, Pi Phi, Sunshine, Parties, Dorm Life + Much Love ~ Mom, Dad, Blake and Poo Bear

Olivia Ann Ohrt
Congratulations! Your hard work has brought you here. So proud of you. We are joining you today in celebration. Love U Grandparents, Aunt Barb & Uncle Phil

Christopher O’Neill
Congratulation, Chris!
We are so proud of all that you have accomplished!
All our love
Mom and Michael!

Karly Rae Petersen
We are so proud of all you accomplished at UofA
You’ve grown into an amazing young woman
Remember, the world is your oyster!
Love you, Dad, Mom, Shane, Hoppy, Nonni & Goose

Kimberly Quirk
We love you Kimmy and we are so proud of you!
The world is yours, make your dreams come true!
Love, Tiff & Ty

Kimberly Quirk
Keep your dreams big and your worries small!
We are so very proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad and Nick

Ashley M Rulffes
Congratulations on your getting your BA!
We are so proud of you!
You are strong, creative, and so much more!
The world is waiting for YOU! Love, Mom & Dad

Taylor Schulze
You killed it, nicely done! We are so proud of the amazing woman you are!
Siblesabable to IB, feels like 2 seconds
Go be great! We Love you! M+D+L

Bryce Nicholas Smets
Son, we are so PROUD on your graduation day!
Faith, hard work & perseverance got you here.
Today is a testament to your dreams, Godspeed.
We love you and can’t wait to see what is next!

Lucas Stein
Congratulations to our Lucas Stein for graduating from the Eller School of Business. We’re all so proud of you!
Your whole Stein & Fingerman fam luvs u!

Czarina Sukkar
Congratulations Czarina!
We are so proud of you!
We wish you continued success. Love you, Brian, Lisa, Brent & Shelby Bacus

Czarina Sukkar
Congratulations Goosie!
We are so proud of you!
We love you!
Mom, Dad & Zaki

Czarina Sukkar
Congrats Czarina!
You did it! We love you!
Kito, Deedees, Sabrina and Nicolette

Katherine Thompson
With enormous pride and unwavering belief, we celebrate this grand accomplishment.
You can achieve anything!
Love, Erm & Dad

Jocelyn Tiller
Joce - We are so proud of you!
Wishing you all the success & happiness!
We love you so much!
Mom, Brett, Kim, Mia, T, & Thomas

Evan Wesley
We Celebrate You, Evan! With grit, heart and determination like yours, your journey will be amazing & a privilege to witness! I am proud of you and grateful for the gift of you son! Love Mom